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'Fiddler' named

Best musicalat Eastern
By Jeff Kayser
Sitting in my deep foam
Fine Arts Concert Hall chair, I
watched a mink stole walk by. A
voice behind me said, "I have a
funny feeling I should have
dressed for this." It was, in fact,
the best dressed crowd I've seen
at an Eastern production. It tilso
contained a strange abundance
of high schoolers and golden
oldies.
It was this crowd that leapt
to its feet after the lights
dimmed on the last scene of
"Fiddler on the Roof." And
why not? This best dressed
crowd was watching one of the
best musicals to hit Broadway or
Eastern.
Glendon
Gabbard
E.
somehow got it all together. In a
Tevye~
production of this size it is a
major problem to get people and
Peggy Burke, June Johnson, and Jack Rang in a scene from
pro per ties on and off stage. "Fiddler on the Roof." The show was a sellout; ticket information
Gabbard solved many of these may be obtained at 581·3110. (News photo by Dann Gire)
fundamental problems with a
Metcalf beards, while I think
flair : and ~ve each scene the used rich browns, yellows, and
that the Russians could have
finisru g ' touches that turned a orange on a variety of textures
looked a bit more militaristic.
potential monstrosity into a to create a set that was perfect
for the production.
The music, of course, makes
gem.
,
Alice
Stoughton's
or breaks a musical.
~ ~'. Bi'elby
designed a
massrv'e" set that shifted from choreography needs to be
Delbert Simon
scene to scene quickly enough to mentioned. The bottle dance made this one a success. So did
maintain the pace, and yet still and the scene at the inn won't Jack Rang, June Johnson, a cast
produced the essential ingredient soon be forgotten.
of about 50, and a chicken.
Neither will John Keogh's There isn't enough room in this
inany
musical-spectacle.
-Bielby's set was the best I've costumes. The Jews looked review for everyone, but they all
seen in the last four years. He Jewish enough with their John fit nicely on the Concert Hall
stage. Don't miss it. And if
you've got some parents that
haven't seen a play for years,
invite them down for this one.
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